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  LV/GB-Liver/Gallbladder 

 

for healing the body naturally! 

   Liver/Gallbladder patch is a product that was developed as a complementary therapy program that is accepted by Doctors 
and Practitioners as an aid to support and restore the communication between the Liver and Gallbladder. 

 

Symptoms of Liver Damage: 
 

The liver helps the body digest food, absorb nutrients, and eliminate 

toxic substances. Without this abdominal organ you wouldn’t able to 

live. Liver damage can include anything from heredity (i.e., inherited 

from a family member), toxicity (i.e., due to chemicals or viruses) to a 

long-term disease (i.e., Cirrhosis) that can affect your liver for the rest 

of your life. Cirrhosis, the serious progression of liver disease, causes 

fluid build-up in the abdomen (a condition referred to as ascites), as 

levels of albumin and proteins in the blood and fluid are retained. This 

may actually make the patient appear pregnant. While ascites can be 

caused by numerous medical conditions, cirrhosis of the liver is the 

single most common. Sometimes, swelling can also take place in the 

ankles, as accumulated fluid is drawn down into the body by the forces 

of gravity. 
 

Symptoms of Gallbladder Damage: 
 

About 80% of people with gallstones do not have any symptoms for many 

years, if ever, particularly if the gallstones remain in the gallbladder. 

Gallstones may cause pain. Pain develops when the stones pass from the 

gallbladder into the cystic duct, common bile duct. Then the gallbladder 

swells, causing pain called biliary colic. The pain is felt in the upper abdomen, 

usually on the right side under the ribs. Sometimes the location is hard to 

pinpoint, particularly for people with diabetes and older people. The pain 

typically increases in intensity over 15 minutes to an hour and remains 

steady for up to 12 hours.  

The pain is usually severe enough to send people to the emergency 

department for relief. Then the pain resolves over 30 to 90 minutes, leaving a 

dull ache. People often feel nauseated and vomit. Eating a heavy meal can 

trigger biliary colic whether people eat fatty foods or not. Gallstones do not 

cause belching or bloating. Nausea occurs only when biliary colic occurs. The 

Liver Gallbladder patch helps regulate the communication between these 

two organs and helps with digestive problems.   

Functions of the Liver:  
The liver manufactures about half of the body's 

cholesterol. The rest comes from food. Most of the 

cholesterol made by the liver is used to make bile, a 

greenish yellow, thick, sticky fluid that aids in digestion. 

Cholesterol is also needed to make certain hormones, 

including estrogen, testosterone and the adrenal 

hormones, and is a vital component of every cell 

membrane. The liver manufactures other substances, 

including proteins needed by the body for its functions. 

For example, clotting factors are proteins needed to 

stop bleeding. Albumin is a protein needed to maintain 

fluid pressure in the bloodstream. 
 

Sugars are stored in the liver as glycogen and then 

broken down and released into the bloodstream as 

glucose when needed—for example, during sleep when 

a person spends many hours without eating and sugar 

levels in the blood become too low. 
 

The liver also breaks down harmful or toxic substances 

(toxins) absorbed from the intestine or manufactured 

elsewhere in the body and then excretes them as 

harmless by-products into the bile or blood. By-

products excreted into bile enter the intestine, then 

leave the body in stool. By-products excreted into blood 

are filtered out by the kidneys, then leave the body in 

urine. The liver also chemically alters (metabolizes) 

drugs (see Drug Metabolism), often making them 

inactive or easier to excrete from the body. 
 

Functions of the Gallbladder: 
 
 

The gallbladder's main function is to store bile, which 

helps the body break down and digest fats that you eat. 

"The gallbladder is part of the biliary system, which 

serves as the storage reservoir for the bile. It does not 

produce the bile, but it stores the bile that is currently 

not being used by the body. 
 

The liver produces bile, which flows through the bile 

ducts and into the gallbladder. After a meal, bile is 

released by the gallbladder when the small intestine 

secretes a hormone called cholecystokinin. Then the 

bile flows into the small intestine and helps to break 

down fats — for example, that big cheeseburger you 

just ate. Without a Gallbladder, not to worry — the 

gallbladder is one organ your body can do without. If 

you experience pain in your upper right abdomen — 

particularly after eating very fatty, heavy, or greasy 

foods — think about your gallbladder first. See your 

doctor to get the problem checked out, and take care of 

your gallbladder problems. 


